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‘Not Only 
Desirable, 

but Also 
Necessary’: 

The indomitable 
journalism of Margate

“What do we want with a 
Thanet newspaper?” prodded 
the first edition of the Thanet 
Advertiser on its November 1859 
inaugural front page. “Many 
have long felt and expressed 
their conviction that a Local 
Journal is not only desirable, 
but also necessary for the Isle of 
Thanet; and the correctness of 
the opinion is obvious.”

Writer
Alastair Hagger

Circular logic aside, the symbiosis of 
writing and community remains, some 
century and a half later, a rich, vigorous 
and defiant local tradition. Margate 

writers, and writers on Margate, believe in the 
necessity of what they do. And they continue to 
do it, despite, and to spite, these dark, post-truth 
times. In 2019 the Government’s Cairncross Review: 
a Sustainable Future for Journalism reported that 
“sales of both national and local printed papers 
fell by roughly half between 2007 and 2017”, and 
warned that the “unbundled” experience of digital 
media “has implications for the visibility of public-
interest news and for trust”. But its most chilling 
discovery was “the clear link between the reduction 
of local newspapers on the one hand, and declines 
in democratic engagement on the other”. Or, as the 
Washington Post ominously prefers: “Democracy 
Dies in Darkness.”

Thanet journalism 
robustly flourished 
up to the 1960s and 
’70s, when the twin 
Cecil Square titans 
of the Isle of Thanet 
Gazette (Fridays) 
and the Thanet 
Times (Tuesdays) 
would regularly sell 
over 30,000 copies 
between them. Two 
doors down, their 

rival the East Kent Times sold in excess of 10,000. 
Nick Evans, author of Dreamland Revived: The 
Story of Margate’s Famous Amusement Park, cut his 
journalistic teeth as a 17-year-old Gazette trainee 
in 1977. “I literally left school on the Friday and 
started work on the Monday,” he says. “The Gazette 
had an editorial team of about ten people, all full-
time. And you had three full-time photographers. 
My patch was the villages of Thanet. You had to 
get round pretty quickly - there could be 15 calls in 
that morning, and you were back in the office after 
lunch to write it all up.”

Evans remembers a formidable workload, 
delivered at pace. “From day one you were thrown 
in, you were doing proper work,” he says. “The 
stuff you did was in the paper that week. You’d get 
evening jobs like going to council meetings; you 

were there to hold the members of that council to 
account. I learned the basics of local government, 
the value of contacts, the value of accuracy, and 
understanding both sides of a story. All of these 
things were challenging for a teenager straight out 
of school.”

Evans’ parents, Bill and Marion Evans, were 
respected journalists in their own right, and 
he maintains an extraordinary archive of their 
collected regional ephemera, from post-war 
Dreamland advertising copy to newspaper 
cuttings tracing the decline of the long-established 
“newspapers of record”. “Background knowledge of 
an area is invaluable, and not just in the here and 
now,” he says. “Something long forgotten about - 
and perhaps relatively trivial at the time - can also 
have great meaning many years later.” ►
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Local writer Iain Aitch has written extensively 
on Margate, and its cultural history, for an array 
of national newspapers, and has sought to give his 
community a dissenting voice amid the clamour 
of “down from London” reinvention. “Don’t rile 
us,” he writes on the digital platform Medium. “We 
grew up facing the North Sea. Our blood is colder 
than your blood.” 

Aitch left Margate for London aged 18, and 
eventually joined the satirical “high-street 
anarchist guerrilla organisation” Decadent Action 
in the 1990s. (He created its Phone-In-Sick Day, an 
act of creative rebellion designed to inspire office 
workers to reclaim time lost to the daily grind.) 
After being clumsily interviewed about the group 
by a string of Fleet Street journalists, he realised 
the profession was not the quixotic hinterland he’d 
imagined.

“I’d always assumed that you needed to go to 
Oxbridge to become a journalist, and have all 
these connections,” he says. “But it got to the point 
where I thought, these people are a lot posher than 
I am, and they’re still blagging it. So I’ll just blag it 
as well.”

In 2011 the Turner Contemporary held an 
exhibition of Aitch’s photographs of the Margate 
skinheads, mods and rockers he’d known since 
the 1980s, and he ensured they were front and 
centre in the dialogue. “There’s always been 
a perception from the outside that this was a 
rundown place where the locals needed to be saved 
from themselves,” he says. “And ‘oh look, they’ve 
also got some rather nice Victorian and Edwardian 
properties’. People in Margate have been treated so 
badly for so long. They’ve been promised the moon 
a thousand times. It’s a difficult place, because for 
me it’s always been a frontier town, and frontier 
towns are always evolving. The paradox is that 
everything is going on but nothing is going on.”

Does he sense another paradox - a similar 
division - in the way Margate news is created 
and consumed? “There’s a divide in all media 
nowadays, because everything is ‘channel me’, and 
you’re not going to be violently shaken out of that 
by anything,” he says. “We largely see ourselves 
reflected now in media rather than taking a leap 
outside it. Quite often you’ll find that it is bloggers, 
and troublemakers, who will go after power in a 
local context, rather than a beleaguered junior 
assistant editor who’s trying to write stories about 
Faversham, Folkestone and Thanet all at the same 
time.”

It was also in the ’80s that the traditional local 
newspaper model began to crumble in the wake of 
the disruptive arrival of free, “through-the-door” 
papers such as media tycoon Harry Lambert’s 
Adscene. In 1981 the East Kent Times printed its last 
copy; the Thanet Times staggered on until 2012.  
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The Gazette, now owned by publishing behemoth 
Reach PLC, survives, alongside free papers like the 
Thanet Extra and the region’s relative newcomer, 
The Isle of Thanet News.

Run by former Gazette staffers Jodie Nesling 
(print) and Kathy Bailes (digital), the News has a 
foothold on each side of the media divide. Bailes 
launched the website in 2017; the monthly print 
edition debuted in 2018, has a current circulation 
of 7,000, and was awarded Highly Commended 
in Print Products at the Kent Press & Broadcast 
Awards in July last year. 

In an age where the screen reigns, why make the 
risky and ostensibly counter-intuitive expansion 
into print? “We thought we needed to make it 
different,” says Nesling. “A good, high-quality 
product, decent paper. And tuning in to people’s 
habits, like putting them in cafés, where you might 
want to browse through a print product. You spend 
more time over print, you read more deeply.”

Splitting their delivery medium in this way 
allows them to support long-form journalism in 
the print edition, while their digital channel can 
stay current; some content runs exclusively in print 
but rolls on later to the website. They are a two-
woman crew; in addition to two designers, they 
rely on a network of journalist contacts nurtured 
since their careers at the Gazette, which they left 
after seeing staff numbers dwindle to the point of 
unsustainability.

“It got to the point where we didn’t want our 
names on some of the articles, because we didn’t 

have time to research them properly,” says Nesling. 
“I don’t really want to know if Aldi’s got a special 
deal on, and I don’t think most people do. The 
internet is problematic; our print product was 
meant to complement the internet, rather than 
compete with it.”

The website has an average of 650,000 page  
hits a month, with 14.2 million views to date. 
“What we provide is balanced, accurate local  
news that matters to Thanet people,” says Bailes. 
“As an independent media outlet we are part of  
the community we serve and are also supported  
by that community.”

Instead of asking why we need local journalism -  
why it’s “necessary” - we should perhaps pay more 
attention to what can transpire in its absence. 
Nesling cites one of the nation’s most distressing 
recent tragedies as evidence of a democratic void 
that should have been filled by a vital journalistic 
presence. “Grenfell may not have happened if 
there was a robust local newspaper on its patch,” 
she says. “There would have been someone 
scrutinising those things. It had been flagged 
several times, and a local newspaper would 
have run with that and investigated it properly. 
And those are the layers that are fundamentally 
important. If it’s breaking at the bottom, then it’s 
obviously going to have some impact at the top.”

In its third century, Margate’s desirable, 
necessary local journalism remains vibrant and 
resilient, our barometer of the good and the bad  
in a turbulent age. “It is of course scrutiny of 
council decisions, and things that affect people’s 
lives,” says Bailes. “But it’s also about celebrating 
what we have locally: extraordinary people. 
Sometimes those people no longer get a platform, 
and they should. Because that’s what local news 
and community is about.”
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